
Will the computer take over in virtual sessions? 

Dr. Carmen Simon 



In a virtual presentation, computers are mandatory!



And…!
Computers are starting to 

MIMIC	  	  

human communication 
exchange!

!



Do you see virtual presentations that are too much machine-like and 
too little human-like? 

 



Factual, encyclopedic = robotic!

Slide after slide after slide = robotic!

Information overload = robotic!

This	  may	  be	  because	  some	  
virtual	  presenta4ons	  are:	  



How can we 
prevent the 

machine taking 
over?!
!



1. Add style!



What is your style? 
Something uniquely yours?!



What are your quirks?!



How do you 
let my style 
show? 

Constantly	  ask	  before	  a	  virtual	  presenta4on:	  



Type of slides 
Number of slides 
Questions you ask 
Audience interaction 

Add style!
And	  some	  direct	  answers	  for	  virtual	  presenta4ons…	  



2. Deviate from what’s 
expected!



Ask yourself: Do I 
really need slides to 

make my point? !



Be cautious of !
template-like thinking!



OPENING and ENDING moves 
have turned chess into an uncreative game!



Thinking comes later in the 
game!

Opening !
theory!

Thinking	  



Thinking comes later in the 
game 

Opening !
theory!

Thinking	  



Opening !
theory!

Thinking	  

Are you opening and ending your virtual 
presentations the same way as others? 



Opening !
theory!

Thinking	  

What has been your best opening in a virtual 
presentation? 



Opening !
theory!

Thinking	  

What has been your best ending in a virtual 
presentation? 



Deviate from the 
expected!



Deviate from the expected!

During	  the	  session,	  you	  were	  
asked	  to	  imagine	  you	  had	  to	  
deliver	  a	  virtual	  presenta4on	  
on	  the	  psychology	  of	  human-‐
dog	  interac4on.	  
	  
How	  would	  you	  start?	  	  



Your responses:!



2. Deviate from the expected!

Reconsider your 
beginnings/endings 

Ask if PPT is mandatory? 



3. Move from imitator !
to innovator!



Computers  Humans 



Great artists change 
their medium!



Great virtual presenters add novelty!
What is yours? ! How are you innovating by 

using the virtual space? !



Customized virtual spaces!

Customized virtual spaces 



Fluidity 

All writing is in water !
John Keats!



Don’t fall into machine stillness 



This is how you reported your presentations have evolved:!



3. Move from imitator to innovator!

Change your medium 
Avoid stillness 



4. Question the expert 
position!



Computers = know it all!



Are you ready to deviate on a whim?!



Summary 

Type of slides 
Number of slides 
Questions you ask 
Audience interaction 

Add style!

Question the expert position!

Move from imitator to innovator!

Deviate from what’s expected!
Reconsider your beginnings/endings 

Ask if PPT is mandatory? 

Change your medium 
Avoid stillness 

1!

2!

3!

4!
Dare to become a Jack of all trades 



3-hour 
Introduction 
to The Rexi 
MethodTM 

The Rexi MethodTM 

2-Day Rexi 
MethodTM 

Bootcamp  

Follow-up Workshops 

Delivery Skills 

Advanced Virtual Skills 

Advanced brain science for 
memorable presentations 

Brain science for written 
communication 

ATTENTION MEMORY DECISION 

Email 
csimon@reximedia.com  



Constantly exercise 
your creativity. It will 
humanize any virtual 
presentation you 
deliver.!

Dr.	  Carmen	  Simon	  


